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The figures in the margin indicate full marks.
Candidates should answer in their own words
and adhere to the word limit as practicable.
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Answer Question No.1 and any four questions from the rest
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1. Answer any four questions from the following:

~~M~~-~~~ml1l'€~
(a) Identify the chief characteristics of the Palaeolithic and Mesolithic periods.
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(b) Comment on the religious life of the Harappans.
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(c) Write a short note on the Sixteen Mahajanapadas.
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(d) Why is Buddhism called a protestant religion?

~~~~~~?

(e) Write a short note on Kautilya's Arthashastra.
r:o<f;1t&CQij~ ~ ~ ~\fiifi~ m-t ~ I

(f) Write a short note on the political importance of Kushan a rule in India.
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(g) What do you understand by Sangam literature?
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(h) Discuss briefly the impact of Hun a invasion during the Gupta period.
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Answer any four questions from the following
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2. Assess the importance of archaeological sources in reconstructing ancient Indian
History.
~ ~1~c\!)~~f\b~~ 9ff~ ~'=l~lrq4l ~~ ~~ '5l1(ft1fDrll~ I

3. Discuss the salient features of the Harappan economy with special emphasis on
its trade.
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Explain the fundamental characteristics of the economic life of the Vedic period.
What changes do you notice in the later Vedic period?
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5. How was Magadha able to dominate the politics of Northern India among the
Sixteen Mahajanapadas in the sixth century B.C.?
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How far was Ashoka's 'Dhamma' influenced by the tenets of Buddhism?
~m~~~C4l~'~'~~~4lC~~'1?

How far was the imperial policy of the Kushana rulers moulded by economic
factors?
~~ ~fi$ilCI't~~~11STJ~~ ~ ~ \5l~ ~~ ~l{jffi\!) ~C~~'1 ?

On the basis of available sources form an estimate of Gautamiputra Satakarni as a
ruler and conqueror.
~~~~MC\!)~'(3MCi$i\!)l~~~~~~~~'1~1

9. Critically assess the achievements of Harshavardhana.
~~ ~1~ca;1J~~~1(ft11b~1~'14l~'1J~ ~ I

10. Assess the growth and evolution of Palla va art and architecture.
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